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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

RESPONSE OF COVINGTON & BURLING LLP TO OBJECTION OF THE UNITED 
STATES TRUSTEE REGARDING FIRST AND SECOND INTERIM FEE 

APPLICATIONS FOR COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES 
 

 Covington & Burling LLP (“Covington” or the “Firm”) hereby responds to the 

Objection of the United States Trustee Regarding First and Second Interim Fee Applications for 

Compensation and Reimbursement of Expenses (the “Objection”) as follows: 

DISCUSSION 

 A. Background 

1. On October 31, 2011, MF Global Holdings Ltd. (“MFGH”) and MF Global 

Finance USA Inc. (the “Initial Debtors”) filed voluntary petitions in this Court for relief under 

chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.  Additional petitions were filed by MF Global Capital LLC, 

MF Global FX Clear LLC, and MF Global Market Services LLC (the “Subsequent Debtors”) 
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on December 19, 2011, and March 2, 2012.  Following each petition date, the Court ordered the 

joint administration of the Debtors’ cases.  [Docket Nos. 19, 298, 528.] 

2. On November 25, 2011, the United States Trustee filed the Application for Order 

Approving Appointment of Chapter 11 Trustee [Docket No. 169], which the Court approved by 

entering the Order Approving the Appointment of Chapter 11 Trustee on November 28, 2011 

(the “Appointment Order”).  [Docket No. 170.]  Louis J. Freeh was appointed Chapter 11 

Trustee for the Initial Debtors, pursuant to the Appointment Order.  By additional orders dated 

December 27, 2011, and March 8, 2012, the Court approved the appointment of the Chapter 11 

Trustee as the chapter 11 trustee for the Subsequent Debtors.  [Docket Nos. 306, 548.] 

3. On April 12, 2012, this Court entered an Order Authorizing the Trustee to Retain 

and Employ Covington & Burling LLP as Special Insurance Counsel to the Trustee Nunc Pro 

Tunc to the Appointment Date).  [Docket No. 627.]   

4. On August 2, 2012, Covington filed its first interim application (the “First 

Application”) for allowance of compensation for professional services rendered and 

reimbursement of expenses incurred from November 28, 2011, through May 31, 2012.  On 

October 19, 2012, Covington filed its second interim application (the “Second Application” and 

with the First Application, the “Covington Applications”) for allowance of compensation for 

professional services rendered and reimbursement of expenses incurred from June 1, 2012, 

through September 30, 2012. 

 B. US Trustee Objection 

5. The U.S. Trustee’s objections to the Covington Applications are as follows:       

(i) the U.S. Trustee alleges that certain of Covington’s time narratives are vague and lumped 

together ($89,900); (ii) absent a satisfactory explanation, the U.S. Trustee seeks a reduction of 
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overall fees in the amount of $17,800 because of what it calls “top heavy” staffing; (iii) the U.S. 

Trustee objects to fees incurred by certain “transitory” timekeepers in the amount of $1,136.50; 

(iv) the U.S. Trustee seeks a reduction in the amount of charges related to preparation of fee 

applications ($17,851); and (v) the U.S. Trustee objects to certain charges for local transportation 

to hearings before the United States District Court ($30.00).  (See Objection at 19-24.)  

Covington responds to each of these objections below. 

 (i) Vague and Lumped Time Entries 

6.  Following the filing of the First Application, the U.S. Trustee notified Covington 

that it believed that certain of the Firm’s time narratives in the First Application were vague or 

lumped together.  The U.S. Trustee also provided a detailed mark-up of Covington’s time entries 

included with the First Application, identifying individual entries believed by the U.S. Trustee to 

be vague or lumped together. A copy of this mark-up has been attached to the Objection as 

Exhibit 1. Although Covington believes that its originally submitted time narratives were 

sufficiently specific and provided the information needed to discern the identity of the parties 

and the nature and subject matter of the communications or other work performed, Covington 

agreed to provide additional detail in the time entries specified by the U.S. Trustee. 

7. On December 7, 2012,  prior to the filing of the Objection, Covington provided a 

black lined copy of amendments  made to Exhibit B to the First Application (“Amended Exhibit 

B”) to the U.S. Trustee’s Office, providing additional information and specification concerning 

the work performed as to each of the time entries noted in the U.S. Trustee’s mark-up.1  Attached 

                                                 
1  On the same date, Covington also provided to the U.S. Trustee a draft Declaration of P. Benjamin 
Duke supplying detailed explanation of work performed by certain timekeepers whom the U.S. Trustee 
had suggested were “transitory.”  As noted below, the U.S. Trustee does not object to reimbursement of 
certain of those timekeepers’ fees in light of the explanations provided in the Declaration.   
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hereto as Exhibit 1 is a copy of Amended Exhibit B (Time Narratives).2  Covington did not hear 

back from the U.S. Trustee’s Office before the U.S. Trustee filed the Objection with the Court. 

8. Covington submits that the amended time narratives in Amended Exhibit B 

adequately address any concerns that the U.S. Trustee might have with respect to allegedly vague 

or lumped time entries in the First Application.  The amended narratives in Amended Exhibit B 

provide a comparable level of detail and precision to the time entries supporting Covington’s 

Second Application — as to which the U.S. Trustee has not identified or objected to any time 

entries on the alleged grounds of vagueness or lumping. Covington further notes that the U.S. 

Trustee’s objection in this regard would result in an extraordinary 25.3 percent reduction of 

Covington’s entire fee request in the First Application, on top of the 10 percent public interest 

discount that Covington is already providing to the Trustee.3  Covington respectfully submits 

that the fees supported by the amended time entries in Amended Exhibit B should be allowed 

without reduction.   

 (ii) Top Heavy Staffing 

9. The U.S. Trustee complains that Covington’s blended rate was too high at 

$715.09, indicating significant participation by partners.  (See Objection, ¶¶ 55-56.)  As an initial 

matter, Covington’s actual blended rate in this matter, after taking into account the 10% discount 

Covington agreed to provide the Chapter 11 Trustee, was $643.57 for the fee period covered by 

the First Application. 

                                                 
2  Amended Exhibit B has been further modified to delete fees Covington has agreed to waive. 
3  As noted in the Objection, Covington’s First Application requested reimbursement of legal fees 
totaling $394,553, prior to the 10 percent discount, which results in total fees of $355,098.  Objection 
¶ 55. The $89,900 reduction for allegedly vague and lumped entries requested by the U.S. Trustee would 
alone result in a 25.3 percent further reduction of Covington’s total fees in the First Application, not 
counting any of the other reductions also requested in the Objection. 
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10. Covington’s engagement required the provision of legal advice in a highly-

specialized area, often on an expedited basis, and thus demanded senior lawyer attention.  

Specifically, Covington was retained to perform all matters necessary to:  

a. provide legal analysis and advice to the Chapter 11 Trustee 
regarding the Debtors’ rights and obligations under its various 
insurance policies, including the E&O insurance policies issued by 
their captive insurance subsidiary MFG Assurance Company 
Limited (“MFGA”), and their rights and obligations with respect 
to MFGA; 

 
b. review claims asserted under the Debtors’ outstanding insurance 

policies and insurers’ responses to such claims, and advise the 
Chapter 11 Trustee with respect to such claims; 

 
c. represent the Chapter 11 Trustee in these proceedings with respect 

to matters involving the availability and scope of insurance 
coverage or entitlement to proceeds under the policies; and 

 
d. confer with and assist when appropriate the Chapter 11 Trustee’s 

bankruptcy counsel concerning insurance coverage issues within 
the scope of Covington’s special expertise, and pursue potential 
claims for indemnification or reimbursement under such policies 
on behalf of the Chapter 11 Trustee. 

 
11. Notably, a review of the time records in Exhibit B to the Covington Applications 

reveals that a substantial amount of the time charged related to conferences or meetings with 

MFGH, its employees and other of its advisors during which advice was sought from Covington 

regarding MFGH’s rights and obligations as the named insured under several different types of 

insurance policies (including director and officer liability policies, professional liability, or 

“errors and omissions,” policies, and other types of insurance such as Financial Institution Bond 

policies and Fiduciary Liability policies); positions taken by insurers on submitted claims; 

MFGH’s relationship with its captive insurance subsidiary MFG Assurance Company Limited; 

the potential competing interests held by other parties in these insurance policies or their 

proceeds; the post-filing insurance needs of the Debtors; and other insurance issues of sufficient 
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complexity to require participation of senior lawyers.4  Often, this advice was requested on a 

time sensitive basis.  

12. The work performed by Covington simply did not involve the types of tasks, such 

as discovery-related tasks, motion practice, and case administration, that are typically allocated 

to associates.  When it did, as was the case with respect to the Sapere appeal and certain legal 

research and writing projects, the research and initial drafting was appropriately assigned to the 

most junior associate possessing the requisite level of experience and skill.       

13. Covington respectfully submits that certain circumstances, such as those present 

here, mandate significant participation of experienced senior lawyers.  See In re Channel Master 

Holdings, Inc., 309 B.R. 855, 863 (Bankr. D. Del. 2004) (“We agree with the Committee that a 

fast track case does require more senior personnel and that the exigencies of this case required 

that the senior personnel do the bulk of the work.”).  Accordingly, the Firm requests that its fees 

be allowed without reduction.  

 (iii) Transitory Timekeepers 

14. The U.S. Trustee objects to inclusion of fees (totaling $1,136.50) for attorneys 

who spent less than 5 hours on this matter, specifically M. Gallozzi, D. Goodwin and M. 

Nicholson.  (See Objection, ¶¶ 57-58.)  Covington submits that having senior lawyers with 

specialized expertise provide counsel on discrete matters, as was the case here, creates 

efficiencies for the estate and should be compensable.  Indeed, in response to the U.S. Trustee’s 

notification of objections, Covington provided the U.S. Trustee with a proposed Declaration 

explaining the basis for certain discrete timekeepers, which resulted in the U.S. Trustee’s 

                                                 
4  Unless necessary because of required follow-up research and analysis, associates often did not 
participate in these calls.  Had a Covington associate been on every call, its blended rate certainly would 
have been lower, but its overall fees would have been higher. 
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removal of those timekeepers from the Objection as filed.  Nevertheless, because the amounts in 

issue are relatively small, and to avoid unnecessarily burdening the Court, Covington agrees to 

reduce the Covington Fee Applications by this amount.5 

 (iv) Fee Application Preparation 

15. The U.S. Trustee seeks a reduction of $17,851 in fees charged under “Case 

Administration,” asserting that the fees charged in the Second Application for work done on the 

First Application are too high.  (See Objection, ¶ 59.).  Importantly, it should be noted that the 

fees in this category do not relate solely to preparation of the First Application, but also include 

time spent in connection with the preparation of mandatory supplemental disclosures. 

16. As this Court has recognized, both retention by a bankruptcy estate and fee 

application preparation impose substantial obligations on professionals, not required outside of 

bankruptcy.  See In re Borders Group, Inc., 456 B.R. 195, 208 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2011); see also 

In re NuCorp Energy, Inc., 764 F.2d 655, 659 (9th Cir. 1985) (“it is . . . fundamentally 

inequitable to impose substantial requirements on bankruptcy counsel as prerequisites to their 

obtaining compensation while simultaneously denying compensation for the efforts necessary to 

comply with those requirements.”).  Fee applications take an enormous amount of time and effort 

to prepare (particularly, the initial application), and the costs of preparing fee applications do not 

decrease proportionally with the amount of fees sought.  Responsibility for preparation of the 

First Application was allocated to a mid-level associate who had the requisite experience and 

background to prepare the application in an efficient and cost effective manner, subject only to 

                                                 
5  Covington reserves the right to seek payment of fees for work done on discrete tasks by attorneys 
having a specific expertise in any future applications.  
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partner review.  Accordingly, Covington submits that it should be compensated for the full 

amount of its fees in the “Case Administration” category. 

 (v) Expenses 

17. The U.S. Trustee objects to the inclusion of $30.00 in expenses for local 

transportation in the Second Applications.  (See Objection, ¶ 61.)  Covington agrees to waive 

these charges.6 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Covington respectfully requests that this Court enter 

an order awarding Covington interim compensation for services rendered to the Chapter 11 

Trustee and reimbursement of actual and necessary expenses incurred in connection with those 

services, as set forth in the Covington Applications and modified herein.   

Dated:  December 14, 2012 

COVINGTON & BURLING LLP 

 

By:  /s/ P. Benjamin Duke   
 P. Benjamin Duke 

  Dianne F. Coffino 
 
The New York Times Building 
620 Eighth Avenue 
New York, NY  10018 
(212) 841-1000 
 
Special Insurance Counsel to the  
Chapter 11 Trustee 

                                                 
6  The U.S. Trustee also requested that Covington reduce its copying charges from $.15 to $.10 per 
page or provide a detailed affidavit setting forth the derivation of its copying costs.  Although Covington 
believes that its copying costs are $.15, for obvious costs-benefit reasons, the Firm has agreed to reduce 
these charges by $.05, as the U.S. Trustee correctly represents.  (See Objection, ¶ 60.) 
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 NY: 780101-1  

AMENDED EXHIBIT B 
 

DAILY TIME RECORDS 
 

Summary for 034965.00003 (Directors & Officers/Errors & Omissions Liability Insurance 
Advice)1 
 
January: $25,777.50 
February: $55,458.0054,769.50 
March: $94,314.50 
April: $35,913.0035,833.50 
May: $141,715.50 
  
Total: $353,178.50352,410.50 
 
Summary for 034965.00002 (Case Administration) 
 
January: $247.50 
February: $1,650.00 
March: $35,269.50 
April: $4,042.50 
May: $165.00 
  
Total: $41,374.50 
 
 

                                                 
1  Pursuant to an agreement with the Chapter 11 Trustee, Covington agreed to take a 10% reduction 
in fees in connection with its representation starting on the Appointment Date.  The monthly and 
aggregate fee totals set forth in this Exhibit B are calculated prior to giving effect to the 10% discount. 
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TIMEKEEPING RECORDS 
034965.00003 (Directors & Officers/Errors & Omissions Liability Insurance Advice) 

 
 

Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

01/09/12  Attention to analysis of insurance issuesquestions from client 
related to impact of bankruptcy on insurance, relationship 
with captive (1.1); confer by email with Goodwin regarding same 
(0.1). 

1.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/10/12  Email to Ms. Geetter of MFGH regarding insurance 
issuesresponses to questions regarding MFGH liability 
exposures, relationship with captive. 

0.40  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/13/12  Attention toEmail to Ms. Hager of MoFo regarding next steps 
on insurance analysis project (0.1); contact Ms. Geetter of 
MFGH regarding analysis of MFGH  liability issues and 
relationship with captive post-bankruptcy (0.1). 

0.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/17/12  Attention to insurance project; emailEmail to Ms. Geetter 
regarding sameanalysis of bankruptcy impact on insurance 
claims, relationship with captive. 

0.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/18/12  Telephone conference with Ms. Geetter regarding insurance 
projectinterpretation of professional liability coverage for 
investigations (for liability and legal fees) and whether it is 
necessary to have a subpoena or some other written claim 
before that coverage is triggered and how specific that 
subpoena needs to be (0.4); review professional liability policies, 
reinsurer letter regarding coverage (0.9). 

1.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/19/12  Analyze MF Global’s professional liability insurance program. 0.20  David Goodwin 

01/19/12  Review and analysis of policy in light of reinsurer letter (0.8); 
telephone conference with Dolin regarding same (0.3); email to 
Ms. Geetter regarding same (0.4). 

1.50  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/20/12  Telephone conference with Ms. Geetter regarding Houston 
Casualty coverage letter (0.5); review and analysis of policy (1.1).  

1.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/23/12  Preparation for telephone conference with Ms. Geetter, Mr. 
Bohlman regarding potential cancellations and related 
implications (0.5); telephone conference with Ms. Geetter and 
Mr. Bohlman regarding potential cancellations and related 
implications, professional liability policy and purchase of 
extension period (1.0); follow-up analysis regarding same (0.1). 

1.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/24/12  Review and analysis of E&O/D&O issues. 2.00  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/25/12  Comment on D&O insurance claim issues. 0.10  David Goodwin 

01/25/12  Initial meeting and call with B. Duke regarding insurance analysis 
(0.9); review of reservation of rights letter and insurance policies 
(0.3). 

1.20  Anthony J. Sun 
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Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

01/25/12  Analysis of D&O issue relating to Steenkamp, including analysis 
of claim definition under D&O policy and HCC reservation of 
rights letter (2.1); preparation of email to Goodwin regarding 
same (0.5); review notice to insurers provided by Mr. Bohlman 
(0.2); confer by email with Mr. Bohlman, Ms. Geetter regarding 
same (1.0); conference with T. Sun regarding captive, other 
insurance coverage issuesresearch project to address 
questions regarding relationship with captive  insurer, D&O 
claim analysis and reservation of rights letter issued by HCC 
(reinsurer) (0.9). 

4.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/26/12  Review of reservation of rights letter and insurance policies (0.9);  
case research for policy provisions (4.1). 

5.00  Anthony J. Sun 

01/26/12  Confer with T. Sun regarding research on whether claim 
definition in D&O and E&O policies encompasses certain 
subpoenas, application of single claim definition under E&O 
policies (0.2); review email research reportreports regarding 
scope of authority under SIPC, summary of topics for 
research (0.3); attention to policy analysis relating to 
aforementioned issues (0.4).  

0.90  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/27/12  Conduct research of coverage issuesregarding whether 
definition of “claim” in D&O and E&O policies includes 
certain subpoenas served on Debtors’ employees and whether 
single claim treatment would be applied by captive and 
reinsurers. 

7.70  Anthony J. Sun 

01/27/12  Work on policy analysis of policies with regard to questions as 
to scope of coverage for congressional inquiries and 
investigations (1.3); preparation of emails regarding 
congressional committee authority and follow-up regarding same 
(1.0); confer by email with T. Sun regarding research and analysis 
concerning D&O and E&O claim definitions (0.2); telephone 
conference with B. Smith regarding congressional investigations, 
scope of committee authority (0.2). 

2.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

01/29/12  Research insurance issuesregarding whether definition of 
“claim” in D&O and E&O policies includes certain subpoenas 
served on Debtors’ employees and whether single claim 
treatment would be applied by captive and reinsurers. 

1.00  Anthony J. Sun 

01/30/12  Research coverage issuesregarding whether definition of 
“claim” in D&O and E&O policies includes certain subpoenas 
served on Debtors’ employees and whether single claim 
treatment would be applied by captive and reinsurers. 

2.60  Anthony J. Sun 

01/31/12  Research coverage issuesregarding whether definition of 
“claim” in D&O and E&O policies includes certain subpoenas 
served on Debtors’ employees and whether single claim 
treatment would be applied by captive and reinsurers. 

0.50  Anthony J. Sun 
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Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

01/31/12  Analyze issues regarding coverage for defense costs. 0.20  David Goodwin 

01/31/12  Confer by email with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman regarding various 
insurance questions (1.4including potential extension of 
reporting period, potential coverage for witnesses required to 
testify (0.8); preparation of emails to and confer with 
Goodwin regarding scope of coverage for defense costs (0.6); 
analysis of policies and respond to further inquiries by Ms. 
Geetter and Mr. Bohlman on same issues (0.8). 

2.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/01/12  Research regarding coverage issueswhether definition of 
“claim” in D&O and E&O policies includes certain subpoenas 
served on Debtors’ employees and whether single claim 
treatment would be applied by captive and reinsurers. (1.7); 
call with B. Duke regarding prior research and additional research 
questions (0.4). 

2.10  Anthony J. Sun 

02/01/12  Conference with T. Sun regarding research issues, including 
scope of claim definition under D&O/E&O policies, factual 
circumstances relevant to research issues, reinsurance of E&O 
policies (.40); other attention to same (.20); preparation of email 
to Mr. Bohlman regarding scope of E&O coverage (1.5); 
preparation of email to Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman regarding 
potential defense-cost coverage under D&O and E&O policies, 
likely insurer positions (2.10). 

4.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/02/12  Research regarding reinsurance and employee liability policy. 6.20  Anthony J. Sun 

02/03/12  Research regarding reinsurance and employee liability. 2.70  Anthony J. Sun 

02/07/12  Attention to reinsurance/excess analysis. 0.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/08/12  Call with B. Duke regarding insurance policy cancellation, notice 
and reporting issues (0.2); follow-up and draft analysis for B. 
Duke regarding same (0.9). 

1.10  Anthony J. Sun 

02/08/12  Review of research report from T. Sun regarding insurance 
policy cancellation, reporting of claims (.20); telephone 
conference with T. Sun regarding same (.20); review of relevant 
case law cited in Sun research report relating to scope of 
reinsurance, relationship of captive to reinsurers under 
certificates of reinsurance (1.70). 

2.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/09/12  Draft email to client regarding insurance policies (0.4);  research 
regarding insurance policy issues and reinsurance (2.0);  call with 
B. Duke regarding cancellation of underlying primary E&O policy 
(1.0). 

3.40  Anthony J. Sun 
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Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

02/09/12  Confer by email and telephone with T. Sun regarding research 
issues concerning maintenance of underlying insurance, 
analysis of potential impact on excess reinsurance layers of 
alteration of primary coverage (1.0); confer by email with Ms. 
Geetter regarding same (1.0); draft email to client regarding scope 
of E&O coverage and conferpotential exercise of extended 
reporting period option under policies (2.2); confer by email 
with T. Sun regarding same (2.30revision of draft email to client 
(0.1). 

4.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/10/12  Analyze coverage issues under professional liability insurance 
program. 

0.40  David Goodwin 

02/10/12  Conference call with B. Duke, MoFo attorneys, D. Geetter and L. 
Ferber regarding briefing for lift of automatic stay to allow 
insurers to pay defense costs (1.30); follow-up discussion with B. 
Duke regarding same (.50); research regarding related coverage 
issues (3.0). 

4.80  Anthony J. Sun 

02/10/12  Research and analysis regarding captive insurer program issues, 
including maintenance of underlying insurance and 
construction of certificate forms (3.50); confer by email with 
other IPG members regarding drop-down, cancellation issues 
(.50); confer by email and telephone with D. Goodwin regarding 
same (.50); telephone conference with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman, 
bankruptcy counsel for Trustee, T. Sun regarding insurance 
issuesanalysis of issues and brief of motion for lift of 
automatic stay to allow insurers to pay defense costs (1.3); 
conference with T. Sun regarding follow-up research on lift-stay 
issues (.50); preparation of email to Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman 
regarding extended reporting period under E&O policy (.50). 

6.80  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/13/12  Research and draft email memorandum regarding coverage issues. 8.90  Anthony J. Sun 

02/14/12  Review of research report from T. Sun on professional liability 
program analysis, potential effect of cancellation (.80); respond to 
same (.30); work on email to client regarding same (1.0); 
preparation of email to Mr. Bohlman responding to question 
regarding coverage of investigations (1.10). 

3.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/15/12  Call with client/discussion with B. Duke regarding coverage 
issues (1.0); research regarding cancellation notice (2.9). 

3.90  Anthony J. Sun 

02/15/12  PreparationReview of captive insurer analysis in preparation 
for telephone conference (1.0); telephone conference with Ms. 
Geetter, Mr. Bohlman, T. Sun regarding captive 
issuesprofessional liability policy coverage issues by captive, 
premiums and potential cancellation (.90); confer with T. Sun 
regarding research conclusions on cancellation issues (.20). 

2.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/16/12  Additional research regarding cancellation issue. 2.40  Anthony J. Sun 
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Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

02/17/12  Review of research report on policy cancellation (.40); review 
relevant case law (2.0); preparation of email to D. Goodwin 
regarding same (.40); confer with T. Sun regarding same (.30). 

3.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/17/12  Research regarding applicability of NY law to cancellation. 2.10  Anthony J. Sun 

02/21/12  Preparation for and telephone conference with Ms. Geetter and 
Mr. Bohlman regarding policy cancellation issues. 

1.40  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/21/12  Continue choice-of-law research, Bermuda law research. 2.10  Anthony J. Sun 

02/23/12  Attention to notice of cancellation issues (1.0); preparation of 
email to Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman regarding same (1.10). 

2.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/24/12  Preparation of memorandum to Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman 
regarding effective date of cancellation. 

1.80  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/26/12  Research regarding cedent insolvency and effect on reinsurance. 4.20  Anthony J. Sun 

02/27/12  Analyze issues regarding reinsurance for MF Global’s liability 
policy. 

0.20  David Goodwin 

02/27/12  Research insurer insolvency issue. 0.40  Anthony J. Sun 

02/27/12  E-mails to/from Duke re: obligations of reinsurer to pay when 
captive insurer is insolvent. 

0.40  Marialuisa S. Gallozzi 

02/27/12  Continued work on captive bankruptcy/insolvency issues (1.30); 
preparation of email to Goodwin regarding same (.40); confer by 
email with Sun regarding same (.30); email to M. Gallozzi 
regarding insurance-bankruptcy issues (.20); analysis of relevant 
materials (1.50). 

3.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/28/12  Attention to "pay as paid" issue in the insolvency context 
(.20); email correspondence to B.Duke and A.Sun regarding 
same (.10). 

0.30  Marialuisa S. Gallozzi 

02/28/12  Research regarding insolvency and reinsurance (1.3);  call with B. 
Duke regarding same (0.2). 

1.50  Anthony J. Sun 

02/29/12  Research regarding cedent insurer insolvency. 5.80  Anthony J. Sun 

02/29/12  E-mail correspondence re: "pay as paid" issue. 0.20  Marialuisa S. Gallozzi 

02/29/12  Confer by email with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman, T. Sun regarding 
follow-up on captive issues (.50); telephone conference with T. 
Sun regarding same (.10); review research reports (.40). 

1.00  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/01/12  Conference call with Ms. Geeter and Mr. Bohlman regarding 
defense coverage under the D&O insurance program (.60); 
analyze claims regarding D&O policy proceeds (.50); comment on 
draft reply brief regarding policy proceeds (.30). 

1.40  David Goodwin 

03/01/12  Research regarding reinsurance and insurer insolvency issue (5.4);  
review and summary of bankruptcy filings on automatic stay 
stipulations (1.7). 

7.10  Anthony J. Sun 
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03/01/12  Confer by email with Sun regarding insolvency analysis (.30); 
confer by email with Coffino, Goodwin, Sun regarding new 
bankruptcy/insurance project (.70). 

1.00  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/02/12  Draft brief for US Specialty motion (1.20); attend conference call 
with Ms. Geeter and Mr. Bohlman regarding hearing (.80); 
telephone with Ms. Geeter re same (.10); analyze coverage issues 
(.60); emails with Mr. Marinuzzi regarding briefing issues (.10). 

2.80  David Goodwin 

03/02/12  Review papers filed on access to proceeds of insurance policies 
(.20); continue research and analysis of reinsurance and cedent 
insolvency (3.40). 

3.60  Anthony J. Sun 

03/02/12  Review insurance-related documents, including draft statement of 
chapter 11 trustee, memorandum in support of stipulation, 
relevant D&O policy provisions, background e-mails describing 
objections and U.S. Speciality papers (1.20); teleconference with 
D. Goodwin regarding arguments (.30); prepare bullet point list of 
insurance related arguments (.30); participate in teleconference 
with MF Global regarding same (.40); teleconference with L. 
Marinuzzi regarding additional insurance arguments and other 
comments (.20); follow-up teleconference and e-mail 
correspondence with D. Geetter and telephone call with L. 
Marinuzzi regarding insurance issue (.20); attention to e-mail 
correspondence from D. Geetter regarding memorandum and 
statement issues (.20); teleconference with L. Marinuzzi regarding 
same (.10); review T. Bohlman comments to memorandum (.20). 

3.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/02/12  Confer by email with Goodwin, Coffino, Sun regarding Trustee 
brief supporting captive insurer stipulation (.20); review draft 
brief (1.0). 

1.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/03/12  Review and comment on memorandum of law regarding "errors 
and omissions" insurance proceeds (.80); e-mail correspondence 
relating to same (.20). 

1.00  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/03/12  Review and comment on Trustee brief in support of captive 
insurer stipulation (1.0); confer by email with Goodwin, Coffino 
regarding same (.30). 

1.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/04/12  Attention to e-mail correspondence regarding memorandum of 
law in support of stipulation governing access to insurance policy 
proceeds (.20); review revised memorandum (.50); participate in 
call with B. Duke, MF Global, and Morrison & Foerster lawyers 
regarding insurance issues (.50) 

1.20  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/04/12  Analyze coverage issues for reply brief. 0.20  David Goodwin 
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03/04/12  Review and comment on revised draft Trustee brief regarding 
objections to captive insurer stipulation (1.20); telephone 
conference with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman, MoFo team regarding 
same (.50); confer by email with Ms. Geetter, Goodwin, Coffino 
regarding same (.30). 

2.00  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/05/12  Prepare mark-up of memorandum of law regarding "errors and 
omissions" insurance proceeds (.30); conference with B. Duke 
regarding same (.20); review MF Global's comments (.20); review 
revised memorandum (.20). 

0.90  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/05/12  Call with R. Enock and summary to B. Duke regarding Bermuda 
captive insolvency issues (.20); meeting with B. Duke regarding 
same (.30); start draft email to client (.30). 

0.80  Anthony J. Sun 

03/05/12  Review and comment on Trustee brief regarding objections to 
insurance proceeds stipulation (2.80); confer by email with Mr. 
Marinuzzi of MoFo regarding same(.50); conference with Coffino 
regarding brief, related issues (.30). 

3.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/06/12  Draft email memorandum to client regarding cedent insolvency. 1.20  Anthony J. Sun 

03/06/12  Confer by email with Mr. Bohlman, Ms. Geetter regarding 
coordination of defense payments, including review of relevant 
policy provisions (1.2); confer by email with Goodwin, Coffino 
regarding same (0.2); preparation of captive insolvency analysis 
(1.3). 

2.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/07/12  Draft analysis of reinsurance issues. 0.30  David Goodwin 

03/07/12  Finalize research on insolvency and reinsurance. 1.80  Anthony J. Sun 

03/07/12  Preparation of email to Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman setting forth 
conclusions and analysis regarding availability of reinsurance to 
insolvent captive (3.70); review of legal authorities and other 
documents (2.80); confer by email with Goodwin, Sun regarding 
same (.30). 

6.80  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/16/12  Preparation of email to R. Mattick, R. Enock (C&B London) 
regarding MF Global UK insurance issues (.80); review and 
analysis of client inquiry (.90); telephone conference with Ms. 
Geetter of MFGH, Mr. Miller of MoFo regarding preparation of 
reply brief on insurance proceeds issues (.40); preparation of 
email to Mr. Bohlman regarding MF Global UK insurance issues 
(.50). 

2.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/18/12  Preparation of email to R. Mattick (C&B London) regarding MF 
Global UK insurance issues. 

0.30  P. Benjamin Duke 
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03/19/12  Research various issues, including the extent to which 
proceedings are stayed in Special Administration scenarios, 
potential director liability, and latest insolvency filings for MF 
Global Holdings Ltd  relating to potential proceedings for failure 
to segregate client funds. 

2.70  Zafar Qadir 

03/19/12  Preparation of email to Ms. Geetter regarding UK insurance issues 
(.30); confer by email with Zafar Quadir (C&B London) regarding 
same (.30); review and analysis of MFG UK related documents 
(1.60); telephone conference with Mr. Marinuzzi of MoFo 
regarding preparation of reply brief (.10). 

2.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/19/12  Respond to B. Duke inquiry re status of case and possible claims 
(.30); meet with Z. Qadir regarding research projects (.30); and 
review his input (.40). 

1.00  Richard Mattick 

03/20/12  Teleconference with L. Marinuzzi regarding Sapere and 
Commodities Customers opposition to motion to allow payment 
of defense costs under E&O insurance (.10); review Sapere and 
Commodities Customers' oppositions and prepare issues and 
response list (1.50); participate in conference call with bankruptcy 
counsel regarding response to oppositions (.80); follow-up 
meetings with B. Duke and A. Sun regarding brief issues (.30); 
conferences with R. Hemm regarding research (.30). 

3.00  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/20/12  Conference call with B. Duke, D. Coffino and MoFo attorneys 
regading Sapere objection to E&O and D&O stipulations and brief 
for Trustee's response (.50); meeting with B. Duke and D. Coffino 
regarding same (.40); conducted research and draftin support of 
reply brief (7.50to Sapere objection (5.00); draft brief in 
support of response to Sapere objection (2.50). 

8.40  Anthony J. Sun 

03/20/12  Analyze issues for supplemental brief. 0.10  David Goodwin 

03/20/12  Confer by telephone with MoFo team, counsel for 
MFGACoffino, Sun regarding Sapere objections to E&O, 
D&O stipulations and preparation of reply papers to E&O 
coverage stipulation motion (2.4); confer(0.7); confer with 
MFGA counsel regarding coordination of reply paper 
arguments (1.7); conferences with Coffino, Sun, R. Hemm 
regarding same research tasks for brief and brief preparation 
(1.5); review and analysis of objectors’ briefs and begin 
preparation(1.3); draft portions of reply papers (5.23.9). 

9.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/20/12  Confer with Dianne Coffino regarding research assignment (.30); 
case research regarding insurance proceeds as bankruptcy estate 
property issue (1.50). 

1.80  Robert M. Hemm 

03/21/12  Draft portions of reply brief (vesting and competing claims). 7.70  Anthony J. Sun 

03/21/12  Draft portion of reply brief. 0.50  David Goodwin 
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03/21/12  Email to Mr. Hildbold regarding brief preparation (0.2); confer by 
email with Coffino, Sun regarding brief (0.2); draft brief including 
review of relevant policies and cases (10.6); review 
correspondence and other materials relating to Welsh claim for 
defense costs, and draft email to Ms. Geetter regarding same (1.2). 

12.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/21/12  Discuss results of research with R. Hemm (.10); review R. Hemm 
summary of case analysis (.20). 

0.30  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/21/12  Case research regarding insurance proceeds as bankruptcy estate 
property issue (4.40); e-mail correspondence with Dianne Coffino, 
Ben Duke and Tony Sun regarding same (.80). 

5.20  Robert M. Hemm 

03/22/12  Draft sections of reply brief (multiple claims to coverage). 2.80  Anthony J. Sun 

03/22/12  Preparation of reply brief to Objectors’ memoranda regarding 
insurance proceeds (6.50); confer by email with Sun, Coffino 
regarding same (.10); confer by email with Ms. Geetter regarding 
same (.20); confer by email with Mr. Hilbold et al. of MoFo 
regarding same (.30). 

7.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/22/12  Review and comment on draft reply brief in support of stipulation 
and order addressing use of E&O insurance proceeds (1.00); 
conference with B. Duke regarding same (.10); review revised 
brief and discuss comments with B. Duke (.50). 

1.60  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/23/12  Confer by email with Mr. Bohlman, Ms. Geetter regarding Pucci 
claim for defense costs (1.10); review relevant policy and confer 
with Goodwin regarding same (.80). 

1.90  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/26/12  Attention to bankruptcy court motions regarding coverage. 1.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/27/12  Teleconference with counsel to creditors' committee regarding 
Sapere motion regarding E&O insurance proceeds (.20); 
telephone call w/L. Marinuzzi and conference with B. Duke 
regarding Monday hearing (.30). 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/28/12  Attention to coverage issues for Monday hearing. 2.00  Anthony J. Sun 

03/28/12  Preparation of email to Mr. Bohlman regarding notice update on 
UK potential claims (1.80); confer with D. Coffino regarding 
insurance motion and hearing related issues (.20); telephone 
conference with Mr. Marinuzzi regarding same (.10). 

2.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/28/12  Teleconference with L. Marinuzzi and W. Hildbold regarding 
conduct of argument at April 2 hearing on insurance issues and 
discuss same with B. Duke (.30); begin review of papers filed by 
parties in preparation for presentation of insurance issues (1.20). 

1.50  Dianne F. Coffino 
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03/29/12  Confer with D. Coffino regarding hearing-related issues (.30); 
review coverage-determination letter and fiduciary policy per 
Bohlman request (2.90); telephone conference with S. Safra 
regarding plan fiduciary issues (.20); telephone call to Mr. 
Bohlman regarding same (.10); review Trustee letter to MFGA 
regarding demand for tender of coverage (.30). 

3.80  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/29/12  Continue review of motion papers and oppositions to relief sought 
in insurance dispute and review of insurance policies (2.20); 
review letter from J. Giddens to MFGA and discuss with B. Duke 
(.30); telephone call to L. Marinuzzi regarding same (.10). 

2.60  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/30/12  Teleconference with L. Marinuzzi regarding preparation for 
hearing on insurance proceeds (.30); e-mail correspondence with 
B. Duke regarding same (.10); continue review insurance policies 
and new filings sent by L. Marinuzzi (1.00); conference with B. 
Duke regarding interaction of D&O and E&O insurance policies 
and upcoming hearing (.30). 

1.70  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/30/12  Confer by email with Mr. Bohlman (.20regarding fiduciary 
policies (0.2); preparation for telephone conference regarding 
fiduciary policy claims, including review of policies (1.0); 
telephone conference with Mr. Bohlman regarding fiduciary 
policy claims and preparation for same (2.30(1.3); confer by 
email with D. Coffino regarding hearing-related issues (.10). 

2.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/01/12  Review and respond to e-mails from MF Global and Morrison & 
Foerster regarding issues to be presented at oral argument and 
discussions with SIPA Trustee (.20); teleconference with D. 
Geetter regarding same (.10); review MFGA reply brief (.50). 

0.80  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/02/12  Participate in teleconference with MF Global and Morrison 
regarding hearing preparation and negotiations with SIPA Trustee 
(.50); e-mail correspondence with L. Marinuzzi regarding D&O 
insurance (.10); review oral argument preparation and prepare 
notes on insurance issue and cases to respond to court inquiries 
(1.50); prepare for hearing while traveling to court (.50); 
attend hearing on insurance stipulation and motion and participate 
in discussions regarding cap and other issues (4.003.00); travel 
from courthouse to office (.50); e-mail report to B. Duke and D. 
Goodwin regarding same (.20). 

6.30  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/02/12  Confer by email with Coffino regarding court conference, related 
issues. 

0.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/03/12  Review L. Marinuzzi e-mail regarding declaratory judgment 
action filed by commodities claimants. 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/10/12  Review and respond to e-mail inquiry regarding setoff of 
insurance claims and premium. 

0.20  Dianne F. Coffino 
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04/10/12  Confer with Mr. Bohlman regarding inquiry about offset issues 
(.20); analysis of issue (.70); email to Coffino and Goodwin 
regarding same (.30). 

1.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/11/12  Review L. Marinuzzi e-mail regarding potential covered claim 
and e-mail correspondence with B. Duke regarding same. 

0.20  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/11/12  Review court order regarding release of insurance funds (.70); 
confer with MoFo team regarding court conference, related issues 
(1.60). 

2.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/12/12  Attention to e-mail correspondence from L. Marinuzzi and B. 
Duke regarding potential claim and insurance issues. 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/12/12  Attention to insurance-related issuesConfer by email with Mr. 
Marinuzzi regarding question about application of “insured v. 
insured” exclusion (0.3). 

0.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/13/12  Attention to e-mail correspondence regarding insurance coverage 
issues. 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/16/12  Review letter demanding production of information regarding 
insurance policies (.10); review e-mail correspondence from B. 
Duke regarding agenda for conference call with MF Global (.10); 
participate in teleconference with MF Global, Alix Partners and 
Morrison & Foerster regarding MFGA insurance policy issues 
(1.00). 

1.20  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/16/12  Preparation for telephone conference with Ms. Geetter, Ferber, 
Bohlman of MFGH, Ms. Hager of MoFo, Mr. Gumbs of FTI 
Consulting, et al., regarding captive insurance and other issues 
(3.20); review insurance policy charts and related documents 
(1.0); telephone conference with Mr. Hildbold regarding corporate 
relationships and allegations (.30); attention to reinsurance issues 
(1.40). 

5.90  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/17/12  Review Judge Glenn's decision regarding motions for 
authorization to pay defense costs under D&O and E&O insurance 
policies. 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/17/12  Review of reinsurance certificates and related law (1.70); 
telephone conference with Mr. Doody of Allen & Overy regarding 
draft order lifting stay (.20); confer by email with Mr. Marinuzzi 
et al. of MoFo regarding release of insurance funds (.20). 

2.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/18/12  Review B. Duke and D. Geetter e-mail correspondence regarding 
order implementing J. Glenn's decision on access to insurance 
proceeds (.10). 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 
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04/18/12  Prepare email to Ms. Geetter regarding telephone conference with 
Mr. Doody, MFGA disclosure concerns (.90); confer by email 
with Mr. Marinuzzi regarding draft lift-stay order (.30); telephone 
conference with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman regarding various 
insurance issueMFGA conference and concerns, draft lift-stay 
order (.50). 

1.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/19/12  Review draft order implementing Judge Glenn's decision on 
access to insurance policies (.10); participate in call with B. Duke 
and L. Marinucci regarding same (.30); review SIPA trustee's new 
comments and respond to e-mail correspondence regarding same 
(.20); teleconference with B. Duke regarding insurance 
issueslanguage in proposed lift stay order regarding defense 
costs coverage (.20). 

0.80  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/19/12  Attention to revisions of draft lift-stay order (2.60); telephone 
conference with Messrs. Marinuzzi, Miller and Hildbold regarding 
same (.30); confer by email with Ms. Geetter regarding same 
(.50); emails to other counsel attaching and addressing proposed 
revisions (.60); confer by email with Ms. Geetter regarding draft 
requirements (.80); email to Ms. Ahari regarding proposed 
revisions (.30); confer by email with Coffino regarding same 
(.20). 

5.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/20/12  Review revisions to insurance order and e-mail correspondence 
with B. Duke regarding same. 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/20/12  Confer by email with Miller, Marinuzzi regarding response to 
Sapere letter (.10); review of revised draft proposed order and 
comments from counsel for MFGA (.30). 

0.40  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/23/12  Confer by email with Marinuzzi of MoFo et al. regarding lift-stay 
order. 

0.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/24/12  Telephone conference with Mr. Bohlman regarding captive 
insurer issues (.30); review of emails and analysis of captive 
insurer issues (.60); review of draft Lift Stay Order and email to 
Mr. Dove of Allen & Overy implementing same (.80). 

1.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/25/12  Review and comment on proposed letter to demand for insurance 
policies (.10); e-mail correspondence with B. Duke regarding 
same (.10). 

0.20  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/25/12  Attention to insurance inquiry from D. Coffino. 0.10  Anthony J. Sun 

04/25/12  Emails regarding Discover Re. 0.10  David Goodwin 

04/25/12  Preparation of letter to Mr. Chuk responding to Sapere request for 
additional information regarding insurance policies (1.20); confer 
by email with Coffino regarding same (.10); preparation of email 
to Messrs. Miller, Marinuzzi, Hilbold regarding same (.20); 
review and respond to email regarding request for consent to 
expedite appeal consideration (.60). 

2.10  P. Benjamin Duke 
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04/26/12  Review Sapere's Notice of Appeal and related e-mail 
correspondence regarding stay issue. 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/27/12  Review and analysis of various documents relating to MF 
Global Holdings, other debtors relevant to insurance 
analysis(pleadings, reports) relevant to potential insurance 
claims by estates (3.9); review of Sapere notice of appeal and 
related email correspondence (0.2); review letter to Mr. Chuk 
regarding requests for information regarding insurance 
policies (0.1). 

4.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

04/30/12  Review J. Glenn decision denying stay pending appeal (.10); 
telephone conference with B. Duke and T. Bohlman regarding 
captive insurer issues (1.4); review and respond to e-mail 
correspondence from B. Duke regarding claim notice (.10). 

1.60  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/30/12  Telephone conference with Coffino, Bohlman regarding captive 
insurer issues (1.4); attention to claim preparation and email to 
Coffino regarding same (1.0). 

2.40  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/01/12  Meeting with A. Sun regarding research on premium issue. 0.20  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/01/12  Review insurance policy CD received from client (.20); meeting 
with D. Coffino regarding research project (.20);  research on 
insurance policy treatment in bankruptcy (4.1). 

4.50  Anthony J. Sun 

05/01/12  Attention to Sapere motion to stay (0.3); confer by email with 
Sun, Coffino regarding same, other insurance-related inquiries 
(0.1). 

0.40  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/02/12  Interim research summary for D. Coffino. 0.90  Anthony J. Sun 

05/02/12  Review e-mail correspondence and attachments from T. Bohlman 
regarding insurance quotes (.20); review e-mail correspondence 
regarding Sapere appeal and stay motion briefing (.10); review e-
mail correspondence with A. Sun regarding treatment of insurance 
contracts in bankruptcy and related issues (.20). 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/03/12  Attention to Sapere motion (.80); confer by email with Hildbold 
of MoFo regarding same (.20). 

1.00  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/03/12  Review D. Geetter e-mail inquiries regarding insurance issues and 
discuss same with B. Duke. 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/04/12  Preparation of email to Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman regarding 
impact of bankruptcy on various insurance-related management 
issues (.90); review of relevant emails and documents (.60). 

1.50  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/04/12  E-mail correspondence with MF Global regarding insurance 
issues (.20); review letter from Sapere counsel regarding tower 
(.10). 

0.30  Dianne F. Coffino 
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05/07/12  Review MFGA setoff letter and Chartis letter regarding coverage 
claims (.20); review T. Bohlman materials regarding insurance 
renewals and participate in conference call with T. Bohlman, D. 
Geetter and B. Duke regarding same and other insurance issues 
(.80); teleconference with L. Marinuzzi and B. Duke regarding 
same (.30); e-mail correspondence with L. Marinuzzi regarding 
agenda of issues to be decided with respect to insurance (.20); e-
mail correspondence with T. Bohlman regarding follow-up on 
insurance issues (.10). 

1.60  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/07/12  Telephone conference with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman, D. Coffino 
regarding various insurance coverage issues, and prepration for 
same (1.2); work on insurance policy analysis (1.5); attention to 
Sapere motion to stay pending appeal (1.1); telephone conference 
with Ms. Ahari regarding same (0.1). 

3.90  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/08/12  CallTeleconference with B. Duke, D. Coffino, and Trustee's 
counsel regarding appeal and follow-on discussion (.50); research 
and draftingin support of brief in response to Sapere stay 
motion (4.403.00); draft brief in response to motion (1.40). 

4.90  Anthony J. Sun 

05/08/12  Telephone conference with Mr. Marinuzzi of MoFo regarding 
Sapere briefing, other open issues (0.2); confer with Coffino and 
Sun regarding same (1.3); work on Sapere motion (2.0). 

3.50  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/08/12  Participate in MF Global call regarding insurance issues. 0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/09/12  E-mail correspondence with T. Bohlman, D. Geetter and B. Duke 
regarding procurement of new insurance issuespolicies for post-
petition period (.10); teleconferences with L. Marinuzzi 
regarding sameissues related to procurement and payment of 
new post-petition policies (.20); participate in conference call 
with client and Morrison lawyers regarding various insurance 
issues andtype of insurance needed during administration of 
case, scope of insurance and sharing of payment issues (.90); 
follow-up with B. Duke regarding same (1.00.10); follow-up 
teleconference with L. Marinuzzi regarding same (.10) 

1.40  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/09/12  Research and work on stay brief on appeal. 3.90  Anthony J. Sun 

05/09/12  Confer by email with Coffino regarding conference call planning 
(.30); preparation for telephone conference and conference with 
Coffino, Sun regarding samesubjects of client teleconferences 
(1.00); telephone conferenceconferences with Mr. Marinuzzi, 
Ms. Geetter, Mr. Piantidosi, Mr. Bohlman regarding various 
insurance related issues (1.30insurance needs during 
administration of bankruptcy, scope of insurance, potential 
allocation of payments among estates (1.10); confer by email 
with Goodwin regarding same (.1030); confer by email and in 
person conference with Coffino regarding follow-up (.50). 

3.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/10/12  Research and work on stay brief on appeal. 7.70  Anthony J. Sun 
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05/10/12  Attention to e-mail correspondence about need for insurance 
going forward (.10); review issues related to post-petition 
procurement of insurance (.20); e-mail correspondence with D. 
Geetter regarding Willis agreement (.20). 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/11/12  Review of Sapere motion to stay (.50); confer by email with Sun 
regarding same (.10); review and revision of draft opposition brief 
(6.20). 

6.80  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/13/12  E-mail correspondence with B. Duke regarding insurance 
comments in statement of financial affairs (.10). 

0.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/13/12  Attention to opposition brief. 1.50  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/14/12  Review notes to SOFA and e-mail comment to B. Duke regarding 
same (.10); review and respond to e-mail correspondence on 
cancellation issue (.30); review e-mail correspondence regarding 
reply brief issues (.10). 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/14/12  Prepare notices of appearance on appeal (0.40);  research 
onregarding policy cancellation issues and(4.00); follow-up 
research forin support of opposition to Sapere stay briefmotion 
on appeal (6.402.40). 

6.80  Anthony J. Sun 

05/14/12  Analyze issues regarding policy cancellations. 0.20  David Goodwin 

05/14/12  Attention toContinued review and revision toof stay brief on 
appeal and(6.9); telephone conference with DaryaMs. Geetter of 
MFGH regarding samerevisions and comments (0.4). 

7.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/15/12  Review A. Sun report on cancellation issues and respond by e-
mail regarding open issue (.30); review draft opposition to stay 
motion filed by Sapere and provide comments (1.00); review and 
respond to various e-mail correspondence regarding insurance 
policies (.30). 

1.60  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/15/12  Summary of policy cancellation research (1.30);  
callteleconference with B. Duke and D. Coffino regarding appeal 
brief draft (0.20); revise appeal brief edits (2.10); research on 
claims period and other matterstail coverage issues (2.70). 

6.30  Anthony J. Sun 

05/15/12  Continued review and revision of opposition to motion to stay 
pending appeal (10.10); telephone conference with Darya Geetter 
(.30); telephone conferences with Coffino (.20); telephone 
conference with Hildbold (.30); review email (.20). 

11.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/16/12  Review new fact section of stay brief and e-mail correspondence 
to B. Duke and A. Sun regarding comments (.20); participate in 
teleconference with MFGH, MFGI and Sean Gumbs regarding 
insurance issues (.70); review and revise Sacred Heart footnote 
(.10); e-mail correspondence with B. Duke and T. Sun regarding 
MFGI position description and other elements of brief (.30). 

1.30  Dianne F. Coffino 
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Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

05/16/12  CallTeleconference with MFGI, MFGH counsel and post-call 
discussion with B. Duke and D. Coffino regarding insurance 
issues related to procurement of new policies and Sapere 
appeal (.80); further research and editsrevisions to prepare 
SDNY appeal brief for filingin Sapere appeal. (4.30). 

5.10  Anthony J. Sun 

05/16/12  Continued review and revision of opposition to motion to stay 
pending appeal (5.70); telephone conferences with Darya Geetter, 
Bohlman regarding same (.70); emails/telephone conference with 
Hildbold and other follow upof MoFo regarding opening 
issuesopen questions concerning stay issue (.80). 

7.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/17/12  E-mail correspondence with B. Duke regarding issues related to 
Sapere stay motion on appeal (.20); meeting with B. Duke and A. 
Sun regarding various insurance projects (1.10); preliminary 
review of Willis services agreement and historical allocation of 
premium costs and discuss same with B. Duke (.30); review U.S. 
Specialty brief (.30); review A. Sun e-mail regarding provisions of 
E&O Policy (.20). 

2.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/17/12  Post-filing follow-up on brief (.50); conduct research on new 
insurance issues (0.4); meeting with B. Duke and D. Coffino on 
next steps (1.30); Drafting outline of claim letter (.40). 

2.60  Anthony J. Sun 

05/17/12  Create and maintain document database for MF Global case. 2.00  Edward L. Forgacs 

05/17/12  Review US Speciality brief and other papers (1.6); conference 
with Coffino, Sun regarding various issues raised by papers 
filed, claim notices (1.2); confer with DaryaMs. Geetter by 
telephone, email (1.0); attention to claim notices on behalf of 
Debtors (1.5); confer by email with Doody, Coffino, Sun 
regarding briefs (0.5); and analysis of insurance-related issues 
concerning claim notices (0.1). 

5.90  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/18/12  Attention to maintenance of document database for MF Global 
case. 

2.00  Edward L. Forgacs 

05/18/12  Attention to maintenance of  document database for MF Global 
case.  

1.00  Edward L. Forgacs 

05/18/12  Prepare notice of claim letter (1.10); preparation for hearing on 
stay motion before District Court (.60). 

1.70  Anthony J. Sun 

05/20/12  Prepare for hearing before district court on stay motion on appeal. 3.00  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/21/12  Review Sapere reply brief relating to stay motion (.30); participate 
in conference call with T. Bohlman, D. Geetter, L. Ferber and B. 
Duke regarding various outstanding insurance issues (2.10); e-
mail correspondence to L. Marinuzzi regarding Sapere hearing 
and MFGH claim (.10). 

2.50  Dianne F. Coffino 
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Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

05/21/12  Telephone conference with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman regarding 
notice issues (.60); conferences with Hildbold, and other Morrison 
Foerster lawyers regarding hearing (1.00); preparation for hearing 
(4.0); telephone conference with Mr. Bohlman, Ms. Geetter 
regarding solvency analysis (2.10). 

7.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/22/12  Attention to maintenance of document database for MF Global 
case.  

2.00  Edward L. Forgacs 

05/22/12  Prepare for hearing on stay motion (.30); continue preparing for 
hearing before Judge Forrest on stay pending appeal (3.00while 
traveling to courthouse (.50); attend hearing on stay motion in 
district court (1.70); travel from courthouse to office (.80);  
discussion with L. Ferber and D. Geetter regarding insurance 
issues (.40). 

3.70  Anthony J. Sun 

05/22/12  Preparation for hearing on stay motion in Sapere appeal (4.30); 
conference call with Mr. Tagg, MFGH (Geetter, Bohlman, 
Gumbs) regarding payment of insurance premiums and 
preparation for same (.70); travel to courthouse excluding 
preparation time while traveling (0.5); attendance and 
participation at SDNY hearing on motion for stay pending appeal 
(3.701.8); conference with Ms. Ferber and Geetter regarding 
captive insurance analysis (0.6); travel from courthouse to 
office (0.8); confer by email with Coffino, Hager of MoFo 
regarding appeal (.10). 

8.80  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/23/12  Attention to maintenance of document database for MF Global 
case.  

1.00  Edward L. Forgacs 

05/23/12  Teleconference with B. Duke regarding insurance claims (.10); 
participate in teleconference with L. Marinuzzi, B. Hildbrond, B. 
Duke and A. Sun regarding insurance claims (.80); follow-up 
meeting with B. Duke and A. Sun regarding same (.50); review 
excerpts of SIPA trustee's website comments regarding claims 
(.10). 

1.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/23/12  Review of record submitted for appeal (.60); meeting with B. 
Duke and D. Coffino and call with Trustee's counsel regarding 
insurance claims (1.50); research on MFGI Trustee claim 
statement (.10). 

2.20  Anthony J. Sun 

05/23/12  Telephone conference with Mr. Marinuzzi, Coffino regarding 
premium issues, etc. (.50); review of Sapere designation of record 
on appeal and confer by email with Sun regarding same (.60); 
continued work on draft notice letters and related exhibits (2.40). 

3.50  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/24/12  Follow-up research on possible claims to be asserted by MFGH 
under D&O, E&O, and Fidelity Bond policies. 

3.00  Anthony J. Sun 

05/24/12  Research public statements by SIPA Trustee regarding potential 
claims.  

1.50  Edward L. Forgacs 
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05/24/12  Telephone conference with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman regarding 
Noticenotice of Claim (1.0); work on noticesclaim (1.0); 
preparation of notices of claims or potential claims to 
insurers, including revisions of drafts and analysis of potential 
available insurers (3.60); confer by email with Mr. Turk 
regarding payment of insurance premiums (.10). 

4.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/24/12  Review A. Sun outlines of policy provisions relating to notice and 
cancellation (and relation back). 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/25/12  Prepare notice to E&O and D&O insurers regarding claims and 
circumstances for 2011-12 period, with exhibits. 

2.40  Anthony J. Sun 

05/25/12  Teleconference with B. Duke and Hughes Hubbard lawyer 
regarding insurance issues and follow-up call and e-mail 
correspondence with B. Duke (.40); review B. Duke e-mail 
correspondence regarding tax claim issue (.10). 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/25/12  Prepare notice of claims (3.30); designation of appellate record 
(.30); confer by email regarding various open issueswith Mr. 
Bohlman and Ms. Geetter regarding continued work on 
notices of claim to insurers (revision of drafts and continued 
analysis of insurance policies and conditions) (.50); telephone 
conference with Bohlman, Geetter regarding payment of premium 
(.50). 

4.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/28/12  Prepare notice to E&O insurer regarding claims and 
circumstances for 2011-12 period, with exhibits. 

1.00  Anthony J. Sun 

05/29/12  Review draft notice letter (.30); participate in teleconference with 
D. Geetter, T. Bohlman, S. Gumbs, B. Duke and A. Sun regarding 
various insurance issuesprovision of notice of claims made or 
threatened to applicable insurers and procurement of tail 
coverage or new policies (1.60); follow-up meeting with B. Duke 
and A. Sun regarding next steps regarding same (.10); meeting 
with B. Duke and A. Sun regarding noticeclaims notices and 
otherrelated issues (.30); teleconference with L. Marinuzzi, B. 
Duke and A. Sun regarding preparation of claims notices to 
various insurers and scope of new insurance issuesto be 
procured (.70). 

3.00  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/29/12  Calls with MFGH and W. Hildbold and meeting with B. Duke and 
D. Coffino (2.20);  call with L. Marinuzzi and meeting with B. 
Duke and D. Coffino (.90);  follow-up on claims notices to E&O 
and D&O insurers (1.70); research regarding setoff issue (2.10). 

6.90  Anthony J. Sun 
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05/29/12  Preparation of notice letter regarding MFGH potential claims and 
liability, including (3.2); conferences with Sun, Mr. Marinuzzi, 
Ms. Geetter, Mr. Bohlman (3.80regarding same (.60); 
preparation of notice letter regarding NYDTF assessment, (1.7); 
including conferences with Mr. Bohlman, Ms. Geetter by email 
and telephone and preparation of email to  Mr. Bohlman 
(3.201.5); telephone conference with Mr. Bohlman, Ms. Geetter 
regarding open insurance issues (.40). 

7.40  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/30/12  Participate in call with S. Gumbs, D. Geetter, B. Duke and MFUK 
lawyers regarding E&O insurance issues (.80); review and 
respond to A. Sun e-mail memoranda regarding setoff issue under 
insurance policies (.20); review draft notice of claims under 
E&O policy to MFGA (.10); conference with B. Duke regarding 
various insurance issuescomments to notices of claims to be 
sent to insurers (.20); review e-mail correspondence and 
participate in call regarding retention issues under new proposed 
insurance policies (.60); review and respond to follow-up e-mail 
correspondence regarding procurement of new insurance (.20). 

2.10  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/30/12  Review notice letters and other potential claims to be noticed 
(.40); review of draft Ch. 11 Trustee report (.60);  research on 
setoff and recoupment of premium (.70). 

1.70  Anthony J. Sun 

05/30/12  Preparation of notices of claim/circumstance to insurers and(1.9); 
attention to sending of notice  (2.100.2); telephone conference 
with Ms. Geetter, Mr. Gumbs, D. Coffino, Mr. Tagg (UK Admin 
counsel) et al. regarding payment of E&O premiums and(0.5); 
confer with Coffino regarding same (.702); attention to binder of 
new coverage and(1.0); numerous conference calls with Ms. 
Geetter, Mr. Gumbs, D. Coffino regarding same (3.30binder of 
new coverage (2.3); telephone call and email to Mr. Bohlman 
regarding scope of tail coverage (.10); confer by email with Ms. 
Godwin of Willis regarding notice letters (.30); review emails and 
develop proposed briefing schedule for Sapere appeal of lift-stay 
order (.60); confer with Ms. Geetter and Ms. Ferber regarding 
possible additional notices of claim/circumstance (0.5); and 
review documents regarding same (1.30.80). 

8.40  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/31/12  Teleconference with S. Gumbs regarding insurance retention 
issues (.20); tele-conference with B. Duke regarding same and 
other issues (.10); review section of June 4 report addressing 
insurance issues and provide comments to B. Duke and A. Sun 
(.50); review chart of pre-petition claims pending under E&O 
insurance and prepare e-mail to client regarding same (.40); 
review and respond to A. Sun e-mail regarding recoupment (.10) 

1.30  Dianne F. Coffino 

05/31/12  Finish research on recoupment of unpaid premium (.90);  review 
and provide suggested edits and suggestions to Ch. 11 Trustee's 
report regarding insurance (1.40). 

2.30  Anthony J. Sun 
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Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

05/31/12  Review of draft June 4 report and(1.8); preparation of comments 
and corrections to insurance section (4.402.60); confer by email 
with T. Sun regarding same (0.20). 

4.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

   
TOTAL: 

 
508.70 
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034965.00002 (Case Administration) 
 
 

Date  Description Hours  Timekeeper 

01/20/12  Telephone conference with M. Hager regarding engagement. 0.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/01/12  Confer by email with M. Hager of MoFo regarding engagement. 0.50  P. Benjamin Duke 

02/16/12  Confer by email with Novak, Hildbold regarding engagement 
(.20); review and revise draft declaration (1.0); confer by email 
with S. Johnston regarding same (.20); attention to review of 
disclosure materials (.10). 

1.50  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/08/12  Continued work on retention application and confer by email with 
Coffino regarding same (2.0). 

2.00  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/09/12  Preparation of retention application, including(3.0); attention to 
review of disclosure materials (3.500.5); conference with D. 
Coffino regarding same (.20). 

3.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/09/12  Conferences with B. Duke regarding retention motion and related 
work (.20); review draft retention papers (.30). 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/12/12  Confer with Coffino regarding retention application (0.20); confer 
by email with E. Bosset and M. Baxter regarding disclosure issues 
(1.20); attention to retention application (0.30). 

1.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/12/12  Work on retention motion (1.20), declaration (.60), and related 
schedules (2.30.50); e-mail correspondence and conferences with 
B. Duke, E. Bosset and others regarding same (.50). 

2.80  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/13/12  Revision of retention application (1.00); telephone conference 
with Coffino, E. Bosset regarding disclosure issues (0.30); email 
to M. Hager of MoFo regarding same (.90); review letter from Mr. 
Grabowski and prepare email to Hildbold of MoFo, Ms. Geetter et 
al. regarding same (0.70). 

2.90  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/13/12  Continue work on declaration and related schedules (1.30); 
conferences with B. Duke and E. Bosset regarding same (.30); 
teleconference with L. Marinuzzi regarding same (.20). 

1.80  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/14/12  Preparation of retention application including attention to(1.5); 
continued review of disclosure materials (2.100.6); confer with 
Coffino regarding same (0.20). 

2.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/14/12  Respond to inquiries regarding draft declaration (.10); conference 
with B. Duke regarding same (.20); work on Appendix A (.30). 

0.60  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/15/12  Work on Appendix 1 to Duke Declaration (.30); teleconference 
with L. Marinuzzi regarding Declaration (.10); conference with B. 
Duke regarding same (.10) 

0.50  Dianne F. Coffino 
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03/19/12  Work on retention application, declaration and related exhibits 
(1.30); e-mail correspondence and conference with B. Duke 
regarding same (.20) teleconference and e-mail correspondence 
with L. Marinuzzi regarding same (.20). 

1.70  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/19/12  Confer with Coffino  regarding retention issues (.20); continued 
review and revision of retention application (2.0); confer by email 
with Hildbold et al. of MoFo regarding same (.40). 

2.60  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/20/12  Attention toReview and revise declaration and other 
paperssupporting documents (2.20); confer with Coffino 
regarding same (.10). 

2.30  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/20/12  Work on C&B retention motion and declaration (.50); conference 
with B. Duke regarding same (.10). 

0.60  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/23/12  Review MF comments on retention application (.10); e-mail 
correspondence with B. Duke regarding same and suggested 
modification to scope of engagement description (.10). 

0.20  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/23/12  Revision of retention application (3.20); confer by email with 
MoFo team, Coffino regarding same (.50) 

3.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/26/12  Review and respond to B. Duke e-mail correspondence regarding 
U.S. Trustee inquiries (.20); teleconferences with B. Hildbold 
regarding same (.20); teleconference with L. Marinuzzi regarding 
same (.20); teleconference with AUST regarding retention 
application (.20); work on Appendix 1 (.50). 

1.30  Dianne F. Coffino 

03/26/12  Attention to review of disclosures (2.50); email to E. Bosset 
regarding same (.20); email to Mr. Hildbold of MoFo regarding 
US Trustee follow-up inquiries (.40); confer by telephone and 
email with Caywood regarding disclosures (.40); confer by email 
and telephone with Coffino regarding disclosures (.20). 

3.70  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/27/12  Revision of retention application (4.0); conferences and telephone 
conferences with D. Coffino regarding same (.30); telephone 
conferences with B. Hildbold regarding same (.40); telephone 
conference with Bosset regarding disclosures (.20); attention to 
disclosures and related matters (1.30). 

6.20  P. Benjamin Duke 

03/27/12  Teleconference with B. Duke and E. Bosset regarding U.S. 
Trustee's inquiries (.30); revise Duke declaration and discuss with 
B. Duke and E. Bosset (.30); teleconference with AUST E. 
Gasparini regarding retention issues and discuss with B. Duke 
(.20). 

0.80  Dianne F. Coffino 

04/12/12  AttendanceTravel to courthouse (1.1); attendance at court 
conference regarding retention as special counsel, other issues 
(4.302.7; travel to office (0.5); confer with Ms. Geetter, Messrs. 
Marinuzzi, Hildbold, Miller regarding same (.50); confer by email 
with Coffino, Goodwin regarding hearing and approval of 
retention (.10). 

4.90  P. Benjamin Duke 
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05/15/12  Telephone conference with Coffino regarding fee application. 0.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

05/16/12  Attention to fee application. 0.10  P. Benjamin Duke 

  TOTAL 49.30   
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